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Abstract—At present, companies and standards organizations are enhancing Ethernet as the unified switch fabric for all of the TCP/IP
traffic, the storage traffic and the high performance computing traffic in data centers. Backward congestion notification (BCN) is the
basic mechanism for the end-to-end congestion management enhancement of Ethernet. To fulfill the special requirements of the unified
switch fabric, i.e., losslessness and low transmission delay, BCN should hold the buffer occupancy around a target point tightly. Thus,
the stability of the control loop and the buffer size are critical to BCN. Currently, the impacts of delay on the performance of BCN
are unidentified. When the speed of Ethernet increases to 40 Gbps or 100 Gbps in the near future, the number of on-the-fly packets
becomes the same order with the buffer size of switch. Accordingly, the impacts of delay will become significant. In this paper, we
analyze BCN, paying special attention on the delay. We model the BCN system with a set of segmented delayed differential equations,
and then deduce sufficient condition for the uniformly asymptotic stability of BCN. Subsequently, the bounds of buffer occupancy
are estimated, which provides direct guidelines on setting buffer size. Finally, numerical analysis and experiments on the NetFPGA
platform verify our theoretical analysis.

Index Terms—Backward congestion notification, data center ethernet, stability and delay

1 INTRODUCTION

NETWORKING thousands of commercial computers, data
centers provide elastic services to a large number of

users. The efficiency of network is crucial to the performance
of a data center. However, the condition that multiple appli-
cation-specific networks run over different link layer technol-
ogies in data center, such as TCP/IP over Ethernet, Storage
Area Networks (SANs) over Fibre Channel and High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC) networks over InfiniBand, not only
increases the cost of redundant devices, but also complicates
the design andmanagement of data center networks (DCNs).
To solve this problem, companies and standards organiza-
tions are developing a unified switch fabric for DCNs. Cur-
rently, Ethernet is enhanced by IEEE 802.1 Data Center
Bridging (DCB) work group [1] to satisfy the special require-
ments of the unified switch fabric, such as losslessness and
low transmission delay. Moreover, techniques such as Fiber
Channel over Ethernet [2] and iSCSI [3] make it possible to
accommodate storage traffic on the lossless Ethernet, while
RoCEE [4],MXoE [5] and iWARP try to carryHPC traffic over
Ethernet with low transmission delay. The enhanced

Ethernet, named Data Center Ethernet (DCE), will become
the unified switch fabric of DCNs in the near future.

Congestion management is one of the indispensable en-
hancements for Ethernet to be the unified switch fabric. To
eliminate the transient congestion, the IEEE 802.1Qbb work
group introduces the priority-based Pause mechanism into
Ethernet [6]. Although the priority-based Pause mechanism
can guarantee DCE is lossless, it produces the saturation tree
problem [7], which will severely degrade the performance of
Ethernet under the long-lived congestion. To eliminate the
long-lived congestion, the end-to-end congestion manage-
ment enhancement of Ethernet is developed by the IEEE
802.1Qau work group [8]. Comparing with the traditional
congestion management scheme, whose goal is high link
utilization and high throughput, the end-to-end congestion
management enhancement of Ethernet set its goal to hold the
buffer occupancy at the target point. In this way, the priority-
based Pause mechanism would hardly be triggered since
buffer is reserved for the burst traffic. Furthermore, the
queuing delay also becomes controllable low. Another reason
for deploying a uniform congestion management scheme in
DCE is that, it’s more economic comparing with deploying
one for each type of traffic in the transport layer.

Nowadays, the speed of Ethernet is increasing rapidly, and
this fact has great influence on the congestion management
enhancement in DCE. Currently, the 10Gbps Ethernet switch is
appearing in commercial applications. The standards of 40Gbps
Ethernet and 100Gbps Ethernet have been ratified in Jun. 2010
[9]. Moreover, devices such as Juniper T1600 [10] and Brocade
MLXE32 [11] begin to support ports of 100Gbps. In fact, the
rapid increasing speed is one of the important reasons for
Ethernet to be enhanced as the unified switch fabric. To adapt
to the high speed, the congestionmanagement scheme forDCE
should be simple enough for the hardware implementation.
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More importantly, thebandwidthdelayproduct,which is akey
element in the design of the congestion management schemes,
drastically changes with the speed of Ethernet. The bandwidth
delay product is small in current data centers, since the link
capacity ismainly1Gbpsor 10Gbpsand thepropagationdelay is
in the order of microseconds. For example, when the speed of
Ethernet is 10Gbps, the number of on-the-fly packets is only
about 2 ( ) with propagation delay (which
imply the length of link is about 500m, when the average packet
length is 1500Bytes). It suggests that the delay can be neglected.
But when the speed of Ethernet becomes 100Gbps, the number
of on-the-fly packet is about 25, which is comparable to the
buffer size of switch.With the increase of the speed of Ethernet,
the delay will take a central role in the performance of the
congestion management enhancement in DCE.

Up to now, four proposals for the end-to-end congestion
management enhancement in DCE have been published and
BCN [12] is the basic one, in which the framework is estab-
lished.Currently,most of the investigations onBCNare based
on simulations. Although simulations can provide proper
parameters settings for BCNworkingon certain environment,
these parameters settings can’t adapt to the change of envi-
ronment, especiallywhen the link capacity increases to 40Gbps
or 100Gbps in the near future. In contrast, theoretical analysis
can provide direct choices of suitable parameters, as we have
shown the sufficient condition for the stability of BCN in [16].
However, there are only a few theoretical works on BCN,
acquiescing in the 1Gbps Ethernet or the 10Gbps Ethernet.
Specifically, the impacts of delay on the performance of BCN
are unidentified. In this paper, we firstly built a fluid-flow
model for the BCN system, accounting for the delay. Then by
analyzing the segmented delayed differential equations de-
scribing the BCN system, we draw the conclusion that, the
BCN system is uniformly asymptotic stable when the delay is
bounded. Subsequently, bounds of buffer occupancy are
estimated to endow the guidelines towards setting buffer
size, aswell as showBCN’s ability in disturbance attenuation.
Finally, the numerical analysis and the experiments on the
NetFPGA [13] platform are conducted to verify these theoret-
ical results and demonstrate the impacts of parameters.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
background and related work are introduced in Section 2.
Next, the basic mechanism of BCN is described and then the
fluid-flowmodel for BCN is built. The following section is the
stability analysis on BCN. In Section 5, the bounds of buffer
occupancy of BCN are explored. Subsequently, the numerical
analysis and experiments are conducted. Finally, the conclu-
sion is drawn in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORKS

Generally, the congestion management system can be de-
scribed by delayed differential equations. However, the solu-
tion of the delayed differential equations is usually hard to be
found. Because the transmission delay is small in DCNs, the
delay is always approximately neglected to translate the
delayed differential equations into the tractable differential
equations.

For example, J. Jiang et al. [14] modeled BCN with differ-
ence equations, and then approximated them with ordinary
differential equations, following the method of stochastic

approximation. Ignoring the time lag, they concluded that
BCN is stable, and its convergence speed generally decreases
with the change of certain systemparameters.When the speed
of Ethernet is of 1Gbps or 10Gbps, the delay can be ignored,
since it is in the order of microseconds and there are only
several on-the-fly packets. But when the speed of Ethernet
increases to 40Gbps or 100Gbps, the number of on-the-fly
packets becomes the same orderwith the buffer size of switch.
Hence, the delay will take an important role in BCN. Simula-
tions also show that, with the increase of the delay, BCN’s
ability to control the buffer occupancy degrade [17].

On the other hand, Y. Lu et al. [15] constructed amodel for
BCN with a set of delayed differential equations and did
frequency analysis on its linearized version. Making approxi-
mation on delay, they deduced sufficient condition for the
stability of BCN. But the sufficient condition is composed of
four inequalities, and these four inequalities are associated
with each other such that impacts of parameters on the
performance of BCN can’t be shown explicitly. Moreover,
their approximation on delay introduces inexactitude into the
final result, as we will show in the numerical analysis. In this
work, it is shown that all the characteristic roots the delayed
differential equations have negative real part, when the delay
is bounded. Namely the BCN system is asymptotically stable
when the delay is bounded.

Moreover, it’s important to set buffer large enough to
reduce the chance of triggering the priority-based Pause
mechanism in DCE. The suggestion on setting buffer size is
absent in the aforementioned two works. In previous investi-
gation, assuming that the delay is negligible,wehave used the
phase plane method to show the dynamics of BCN and
deduced the sufficient condition, which is directly related
with the buffer size, for the stability of BCN [16]. In this work,
assuming the delay is smaller than the boundarywe provided,
we estimate the bounds of buffer occupancy to give suggestion
on settingbuffer size.Our theoretical results are consistentwith
that of [14] and [16] when the delay approaches to zero.

3 MODELING

As the basic proposal for the end-to-end congestion manage-
ment enhancement of DCE, BCN is designed to hold the
queue length around the target point at the bottleneck link.
In fact, the congestion is measured by the queue length at the
bottleneck link in the BCN system. Therefore, the dynamic of
the queue length is focused in the process of modeling. Before
building fluid flowmodel for BCN, we would firstly describe
the coremechanismof BCN.More details can be found in [12].

3.1 Basic Mechanism of BCN
As shown in Fig. 1, BCN is composed of two parts:

Congestion Point(CP) refers to the switch, where conges-
tion happens. The task of CP is to detect congestion,
generate feedback messages and send them to the reac-
tion point.
Reaction Point(RP) refers to the rate regulator associated
with the source or the edge switch. The goal of RP is to
adjust the sending rate according to feedback messages.

At CP, the core switch monitors the instantaneous buffer
occupancy and “samples” incoming packets with proba-
bility . When packets are sampled, the feedback packet
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involving congestion information is constructed and sent
back to the source of the sampled packet, i.e., the correspond-
ing RP. The congestion information is represented by ,
which consists of the current offset of the buffer occupancy
( ) and the variance of the buffer occupancy in
a sampling interval ( ), where is the target
buffer occupancy and is the buffer occupancy at the
sampling last time. is given by

where is a weight. Obviously, the sampling probability
should be large enough to satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon sam-
pling theorem, such that there are enough feedback packets to
deliver the congestion information. While the overhead will
be increased as the increase of the value of the sampling
probability .

At RP, the AIMD-like algorithm is adopted for rate adjust-
ment. The feedback information is included into the AIMD-
like algorithm to adjust the degree of rate increase and rate
decrease. The sending rate is adjusted as follows:

<

>

where is a constant chosen such that , i.e., the
sending rate decreases no more than 50% each time; is the
factor of rate increase and is the unit of rate increase.

In BCN, feedbackmessages follow the format of the 802.1Q
tag. In fact, there are three types of feedbackmessages: normal
messages involving , PAUSE frames and STOP messages.
When the buffer occupancy exceeds an upper bound , the
PAUSE frame is sent as the feedback message to ask all its
uplink neighbors to stop injecting packets. The STOP mes-
sages are generated to ask sources to stop for a random time
and then restart, when severe congestion happens. Both the
PAUSE message and the STOP message will result in large
delay, and thus degrade the link utilization. But if the para-
meters of the BCN system and the buffer size is set properly,
BCN will work on the normal state, namely hold the buffer
occupancy around a target point. Thus, we concern on BCN’s
ability to hold the buffer occupancy at the target point, i.e., the
core rate adjustment mechanism of BCN, similar to [14], [15],
and [16]. With the collaboration of CP and RP, BCN aims to
adapt the injecting rate to the capacity of thenetwork such that
buffer occupancy stays at the target point . The stable queue
is also beneficial for achieving high throughput, low queuing
delays, stability and so on.

3.2 Fluid-Flow Model of BCN
Tomodel the BCN system, two assumptions are made. Firstly,
since links are of high capacity inDCEnetworks, the number of
bit streams in them is so large that it appears like continuous

flow fluid, the fluid-flow approximation extensively used in
networkmodelingwork isassumedtobepracticable, suchas in
[15] and [19] et al. This assumptionmeans the buffer occupancy

and the sending rate are continuous anddifferentiable.
Secondly, considering the regular and symmetrical network
topologies in data centers, such as Fat-Tree [20], Bcube [21] and
the special traffic patterns driven by the parallel reads/writes
in cluster file systems, such as Lustre [22] and Panasas [23],
sources are assumed to be homogeneous, when only one
bottleneck is concerned. That is, sources have the same char-
acteristics, follow the same routes, and experience the same
round-trip propagation delays. With this assumption, the
sending rate of sources can be represented by uniformly.

Considering the queue associated with the bottleneck link,
the dynamics of CP can be modeled by

where is the number of active flows, denotes the capacity
of the bottleneck link and is the propagation delay as shown
in Fig. 1. Equation (3) means the differential of the buffer
occupancy equals to the input rate minus the output
rateC.Moreover, thedifference of the buffer occupancy in
a sampling interval is

as represents the length of the sampling interval.
Combining (1), (3), and (4), the feedback variable can be
represented as

Besides, the differential equation describing the AIMD like
algorithm in RP is

<

>

Up to now, the coremechanism of BCNhas been described
by (3), (5), and (6). Our model is similar to that of [15]. The
main difference is that we use instead of when
modeling the dynamics of CP. As a result, both and are
involved in our model. This is more reasonable since the
current injecting rate at the switch is the sending rate at
sources before . Let , our model only adds a constant
factor into equation (6), comparing to the model in [16]. In
addition, all the differential equations are associated with
only variable and , while can be expressed by
referring to equation (3). Hence, behaviors of the BCN system
can be described by the behaviors of the queue. Obviously,

and is a solution of the delayed differential
equations, namely is a stable point of BCN.

Remark. Note that we focus on only the bottleneck link,
when the fluid flow model of BCN is built. This is
because the uncongested hop contributes nothing to our
model except the value of the delay. Of cause, the
assumption of only one single bottleneck link also poses

Fig. 1. BCN framework.
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some limitations.However, recentmeasurementwork [24]
shows that the congestion point is actually the last-hop for
both the Incast (or say many-to-one) transfer pattern and
the shuffle (or say many-to-many) transfer pattern. In
addition, the traffic between servers under the same ToR
switch is actually the most significant since locality has
been considered in job distribution in data centers. Thus,
the last-hop single bottleneck will be dominated in data
center. Namely, focusing on a single bottleneck link can
provide insights about the stability of BCN.

4 STABILITY ANALYSIS

Generally, the stability refers to the ability of converging to the
stable state as the time goes on.Namely,when the solutions of
the differential equations describing the BCN system can
converge to the stable state , we say that BCN is stable.
There are three obstacles to knowing the stability of BCN from
the abovedifferential. Thefirst obstacle is that theBCNsystem
is inherently divided into the rate increase subsystem and the
rate decrease subsystem, and the stability of both subsystems
is inadequate to deduce out the stability of BCN. To solve this
problem, we focus on the uniformly asymptotic stability.
When a congestion management system is uniformly asymp-
totic stable, it uninterruptedly moves close to the stable state

. Obviously, if both subsystems of BCN are uniformly
asymptotic stable, the BCN system would uninterruptedly
move closer and closer to the stable state, namely the whole
BCN system is uniformly asymptotic stable.

The second obstacle to analyzing the above fluid flow
model of BCN is the delay. This is because there is no general
method to find out the solutions of delayed differential
equations, and accordingly the uniformly asymptotic stability
of subsystems is also unknown. Luckily, there is a criterion,
which declares that when all the roots of the characteristic
equation of the differential equations describing the system
have negative real part, the corresponding system is uniform-
ly asymptotic stable. Although the characteristic equation of
the differential equations is transcendental and accordingly
its roots are hard to be found,we can estimate the boundary of
the roots.

The third obstacle is the nonlinearity. The general method
of solving this problem is to linearize the differential equa-
tions around the stable point approximately. Lyapunov has
shown that when the Lipschitz condition is satisfied, this
linear approximation is reasonable for the ordinary differen-
tial equations [25]. But referring to the delayed differential
equations, another theorem is needed to promise the avail-
ability of the linear approximation. Fortunately, R. D. Driver
has proven that when the global Lipschitz condition is satis-
fied, thedelayeddifferential equations isuniformlyasymptotic
stable when its linearized version is uniformly asymptotic
stable [26].

Subsequently, we will firstly show that both the rate
increase subsystem and the rate decrease subsystem of BCN
are uniformly asymptotic stability. For the sake of simplicity,
variables , , are defined, and
linear substitutions are made.

With this substitution, (5) can be rewritten as

Thus, when < , the rate decrease subsystem of
BCN can be described by

And when > , the rate increase subsystem of
BCN can be described by

To facilitate the expression, we define

≜ ≜

In the rate increase area, i.e., when > , the BCN
system model can be written into the form of matrix

where

The characteristic equation of equation (11) is

Theorem 1. If , i.e.,

, the rate increase subsystem of BCN is

uniformly asymptotic stable.

Proof. To show the uniformly asymptotic stability of the rate
increase subsystem of BCN, we will prove that all the real
parts of the roots of characteristic equation (12) are
negative.

When the characteristic equation (12) has real root , we
can assert that < . Or else if , obviously there is

>

This is contrary to equation (12). Thus < .
When the characteristic equation (12) has complex root

, where is the imaginary unit and , we can
assert that < . Or else, if , from equation (12) we
have
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The second bound follows from < since .
Hence, there is

According to the condition of this theorem,

Hence, < and < . However, when and
, the imaginary part of equation (12) satisfies

>

where means taking the imaginary part of the complex.
The first bound follows from < . The second bound

follows from < and . The third

bound follows from < < and < . This is
contrary to equation (12). Thus < .

In sum, all roots of the characteristic equation (12) have
negative real part. Hence, the rate increase subsystem of
BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable. ◽

In the rate decrease area, i.e., when < , the
delayed differential equations is nonlinear. It can be divided
into the linear part and the nonlinear part.

where is the nonlinear polynomial part and

Firstly of all, the linear version of the rate decrease subsys-
tem is considered alone. The characteristic equation of the
linear part of (13) is

Theorem 2. If , namely,

, the linear version of the rate decrease

subsystem of BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable.

Proof. Replacing with in the proof of Theorem 1, all
the roots of characteristic equation (14) can be proven to
have negative real part. Therefore, the linear version of rate
decrease subsystem is uniformly asymptotic stable. ◽

Now, we consider the whole rate decrease subsystem of
BCN.Note that the nonlinear part of the rate decrease
subsystem is polynomial of and .

Theorem 3. If , the rate decrease

subsystem of BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable.

Proof. According to Theorem 2, the linear version of the rate
decrease subsystem of BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable

when . Since both and

are polynomials of and , it is easy to prove
that the global Lipschitz condition is satisfied, i.e., there
exist K and N, for any and , there are

and
. According to the theorem in [26], the rate decrease

subsystem of BCN is also uniformly asymptotic stable. ◽
Now we have provided sufficient conditions for the as-

ymptotic stability of both the rate increase subsystem and the
rate decrease subsystem of BCN. It means that, with the
increase of time , will approach to the origin, no
matter it is in the rate increase area or the rate decrease area.
That is, each time the trajectory of the BCN system reaches the
switching line at point , becomes closer to the origin,
nomatter from the rate increase area or the rate decrease area.
According to the contraction mapping principle [18], the
whole BCN system is uniformly asymptotic stable.

Theorem 4. If ,

the core mechanism of BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable.
Theorem 4 shows that the stability of the coremechanismof

BCN depends on the delay directly. When the link capacity
is 1Gbps or 10Gbps, the upper bounds of is large enough
when the parameters setting follows the recommended va-
lues. Thus, the core mechanism of the BCN system is stable,
just like the analysis in [14] and [16]. With the increase of the
link capacity, all the three bounds of delay decrease. Delay
can’t be neglected as in [14] and [16]. Since delay is hard to be
reduced, the parameters may need to be changed to enlarge
the bounds of delay for the stability of the core mechanism of
BCN. Besides, the stability of the core mechanism of BCN has
nothing to do with the target point . But, is directly
associated to the bound of buffer occupancy as we will show
in the next section. In sum, Theorem 4 provides guidelines for
BCN working on the 100Gbps Ethernet directly.

Theorem 4 does reveal the relationship of and other para-
meters. Similar result is also obtained in [15], i.e., is bounded
by and , along with other constraints

, , where and satisfy .

But, in [15], the parameters relationship is implicit. Moreover,
the bounds are obtained with approximation on delay such
that their results are inexactitude. We will show that the
parameters settings used in the simulation of [15] fails to
make BCN extremely stable by numerical analysis.

The upper bounds of is decided by both the rate increase
subsystem and the rate decrease subsystem of BCN. Recalling
the proof of theorem 1, we can find that the constant can be

replacedbyany real number < ,while constant is replaced
by . In other words, Theorem 4 can be enhanced as “if

where < ,

the core mechanism of BCN is uniformly asymptotic stable”.

5 BOUNDS OF BUFFER OCCUPANCY

Up to now, we have deduced the sufficient condition for
uniformly asymptotic stability of the coremechanismof BCN.
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But the dynamics of the BCN system are also physically
constrained by the buffer size. In the condition that the buffer
is empty or overflow, the behaviors of BCNwill deviate from
our model. Fortunately, because the core mechanism of BCN
is uniformly asymptotic stable, the empty buffer or full buffer
must occur at the beginning. If the buffer is set large enough,
BCN will never experience the empty buffer again after
initializing with empty buffer, and the condition of severe
congestionwouldn’t occur, i.e., the occurrences of the PAUSE
message and the STOPmessage are prevented. Therefore,it is
necessary to estimate the bounds of buffer occupancy to give
suggestionon settingbuffer size. Twobounds aremeaningful:
the bound when BCN starts from initial state and the bound
for the condition of an additional flow entering into the stable
BCN system. The former bound indicates what size of the
buffer should be set in BCN, while the latter bound measures
BCN’s ability of disturbance attenuation.

Firstly, we estimate the bound of buffer occupancy when
BCN starts from the initial state. The initial state of BCN is

and , where is the initial sending rate of
sources. Assume that < , i.e., the initial state

is in the rate increase area. At the
beginning of the accumulation of packets in the buffer, there
must exist a time point such that , that is the solution
curve of BCNwill pass through . Let denote the
first time the solution curve of BCN crosses the interval

after the initial state. Let denote the first time,
subsequent to , . And let denote the first time,
subsequent to , . Thus, at time refer-
ring to equation (3) and (7), namely represents the
maximum of the buffer occupancy.

Next, we will find an upper bound of . Note that
, we have

Starting at time , the solution curve is below the switching
line ( ). So before the solution curve reaches at
time , holds. Thus, when ,

Since , . A further result is
that, when

Since and ,
when . In addition, the solution

curve of BCN moves from point to a point in
the interval before time , there is
when . Hence, when , the solution
curve of BCN is in the second quadrant as shown in Fig. 2.
Known the evolution trend of and in time interval

, we can deduce as follows

In the above expression, the first bound and last bound
follow from .The second follows from .
From (15) and (18), we can obtain that

Subsequently, wefind the upper bound of . Because
denote the first time, subsequent to , , there is

Recalling (17) and (16), > and .
Go through the switching line after time , there must be

before time . Thus, in time interval ,

Once the solution curve reaches at time , there is
and > .After

time , the solution curve will move back into the rate
decrease area again. Therefore, the solution curvekeeps above
the switching line when . Under this assertion,
there is,

Between time interval , there must be a time
such that . The evolution trendof and in time
interval is as shown in Fig. 2. Based on these analysis,

Fig. 2. Solution curve of BCN starting from initial state.
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The first and second bounds follow from ,
> and . The third bound

follows from > and the differential mean value
theorem, i.e., there exists such that

The forth bound follows from < < , which is
part of the sufficient condition for the stability of the core
mechanism of BCN. From (20), (23), and (19), we can obtain
that

Starting from the initial condition, when the solution curve
reaches the positive part of x axis at the first time, reaches
its maximum, namely , because of the uniformly
asymptotic stability of the core mechanism of BCN.

Theorem 5. If ,

and BCN starts from the initial state, the buffer occupancy

satisfies

The estimated bound of buffer occupancy in Theorem 5 has
nothing to do with the delay , namely the delay has little
influence on the maximum of required buffer occupancy. The
estimated bound in Theorem 5 is almost the same as the result
in [16], excepting for adding a constant 2 into the radical sign.
Contradicting to the rule-of-thumb that buffer is set to be equal
to the bandwidth delay product, the estimated bound of buffer
occupancydecreaseswith the increasesof the link capacity in
Theorem 5. Therefore, when the link capacity increases to
10Gbps or 100Gbps, the buffer size of BCN can keep unchanged
with the same parameters setting. However, the problemmay
occur in the BCN system with small link capacity.

Secondly, we consider the bound of the buffer occupancy
for the condition of an additional flow entering into the stable

BCN system. Assume that when BCN stays at the stable state,
another flow of size comes into the system, i.e., the BCN
systemmoves from stable state to state suddenly.
So the analysis should start from point .
Similar to above analysis, the solution curve of BCNwill keep
above of the switching line andmove across the x axis at point

. Thus, in time interval , there is and
. With the same method used in (23), there is

The first bound follows from since .
The second bound follows from , and

when . The third bound
follows from and the differential mean value theo-
rem, i.e., there exists such that

The forth bound follows from and < < ,
which is part of the sufficient condition for the stability of the
core mechanism of BCN. From (25), we can obtain that

Facing impulse flow of size , when the solution curve
reaches the positive part of x axis at the first time, reaches
its maximum, namely , due to the uniformly
asymptotic stability of the core mechanism of BCN.

Theorem 6. If ,

and an addition flow of size enters into the stable BCNsystem,

the buffer occupancy satisfies .

Theorem 6 shows that the impacts of impulse flow is not
decided by its absolute size, but decided by the proportion
between the size of the impulse flow and the link capacity.
When the link capacity is larger, the BCN system can tolerate
impulse of larger size. Moreover, the ability of disturbance
attenuation of BCN is solely decided by its rate decrease
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subsystem. In addition, note that excepting , all the other
parameters of the boundary belongs to the previous stable
BCN system. Namely, the maximum buffer occupancy is
mainly decided by the size of the impulse flow. This is in
accordancewith intuition on the premise that the BCNsystem
is asymptotically stable.

6 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTS

In numerical analysis and experiments, the default configu-
ration of BCN is , , , and

. Subsequently, theseparameterswill stayunchanged
and the unitary of link speed is packets per second in the
calculation without declared explicitly.

6.1 Numerical Analysis
The same as in [15], we set , , ,

, all packets are of length , anduseMATLAB
to compute the numerical solution of the delayed differential
equations describing the core mechanism of BCN.

6.1.1 Impacts of Parameters on Stability
Under the default parameters setting, there is

Since > , Theorem 4 is not satisfied.
The BCN system is unstable as the solution curve shown in
Fig. 3a. The solution curvediffers from the simulation result of
[15], because the physical constraints of buffer are not includ-
ed in the delayed differential equations. In reality, the buffer
may be emptied or overflowed temporarily as shown in the
simulation results of [15].

According to equations (27), the delay ismainly bounded
by . Changing from 2 to 20 can satisfy Theorem 4.When

, the core mechanism of the BCN system is stable as
shown in Fig. 3b. When , the variance of the buffer
occupancy is taken more seriously when measuring the con-
gestion. Thus, the rate adjustment algorithm becomes more
sensitive to the variance of the buffer occupancy. That’s why
the buffer occupancy at the bottleneck link oscillates as shown
in Fig. 3b Note that one of the bounds of delay in Theorem 4
decreaseswith the increase of , can’t be enlarged toomuch.

In the same way, can also move the core mecha-
nism of BCN into the stable state, as shown in Fig. 3b. Note
that when decreases, all the bounds of delay in Theorem 4
increase. Moreover, with the decrease of , the overhead of
signaling feedback messages decreases. On the contrary, the
Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem constraints the smallest
value of . Therefore, is expected to be set as small as
possible, when it is large enough to satisfy the sampling
theorem.

If the delay can be reduced, the coremechanismof BCN is
also stable as shown in Fig. 3c. However, the delay is hard to
be reduced.When the link capacity becomes 100Gbps, all the
bounds of the delay in Theorem 4 decrease. If the delay keeps
unchanged, the core mechanism of BCN won’t keep stable.
For example, in Fig. 4, when and , the
core mechanism of BCN becomes unstable. Consequently,
BCN needs to be reconfigured according to Theorem 4.

6.1.2 Impacts of Parameters on Buffer Occupancy
Subsequently, we consider the impacts of parameters on the
buffer occupancy in the condition that BCN starts from the
initial state and its configuration satisfies Theorem 4. Firstly,
is changed to be to move the core mechanism of BCN
into the stable state. Then, parameters are varied respectively
such that their impacts on buffer occupancy are exhibited. The
maximum of buffer occupancy are obtained through numeri-
cal analysis and then listed in Table 1 with the bounds
estimated by Theorem 5. In Table 1, all the maximum of
buffer occupancy are smaller than the estimated bounds, and
all the estimated bounds are less than three times of the

Fig. 3. Solution curves of the delayed differential equations describing the core mechanism of BCN.

Fig. 4. Solution curves of the delayed differential equations describing the
core mechanism of BCN when changes.
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corresponding maximum of buffer occupancy. Therefore, the
bound estimated by Theorem 5 is reasonable. Similar numer-
ical results, consisting with equation (26), are obtained, but
omitted due to the limited space.

The buffer size suggested by Theorem 5 is larger than the
bandwidth delay product, which is the rule-of-thumb for
sizing the buffer. For example, under the default parameters
setting, where is changed to be , the buffer size is
suggested to be 17 pkts, the same as the bandwidth delay
product according to the rule-of-thumb, and 53 pkts according
to Theorem5. Sizing buffer according to Theorem5, the buffer
will be neither full nor empty in the BCN system working
normally.

6.2 Experiments
Although the numerical analysis shows that our estimation
results are tight, the physical constraints of buffer are not
included in the delayed differential equations. Therefore, we

also implement the core mechanism of BCN and a delay
module on the NetFPGA platform to verify our theoretical
results. However, experiments on complex topology are left
as the further work due to the limited number of ports of the
NetFPGA board.

Firstly, the 2-sources dumbbell topology is used. In experi-
ments, , , and all packets
are of length 1KB. According to Theorem 4, the delay should
be smaller than for the stability of the core mechanism
of BCN. We change the delay by reconfiguring the delay
modules. The dynamics of the buffer occupancy at the bottle-
neck link are shown in Fig. 5. When > , the
buffer becomes empty frequently and accordingly the link
utilizationwill degrade, the coremechanism of BCNbecomes
unstable. On the contrary, when Theorem 4 holds, the core
mechanism of BCN is stable, as shown in Fig. 5a. These
experimental results are consistent with Theorem 4. In addi-
tion, the maximum buffer occupancy is about 115, when the
delay < . This is a little larger than the theoretical
bound 93, provided by Theorem 5. Taking the random factors
in hardware experiment into account, we judge that these two
results are consistent.

Next, after the BCN system reaches the stable state, a
background flow of fixed size 500Mbps grabs the bandwidth
of the bottleneck link. The corresponding dynamics of the
buffer occupancy are shown Fig. 6. In this condition, accord-
ing toTheorem4, thedelay shouldbe smaller than for
the stability of the coremechanism of BCN. In other word, the
stable region of the BCN system is enlarged. This theoretical
result can be inferred by comparing Fig. 6with Fig. 5. Besides,
the same as the prediction of Theorem 5, the buffer occupan-
cies increase when the available bandwidth decreases.

Fig. 5. Dynamics of the buffer occupancy at the bottleneck link when the delay changes.

Fig. 6. Dynamics of the buffer occupancy at the bottleneck link with background flow of size 500Mbps.

TABLE 1
Maximum Buffer Occupancy
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7 CONCLUSION

BCN is the basic mechanism, which radicates the framework
of the end-to-end congestion management scheme in DCE. In
this paper, we theoretically analyze the BCN system, paying
special attention on the delay. We reveal that the core mecha-
nism of BCN is stable when the delay is bounded. When the
speed of Ethernet increases to 40Gbps or 100Gbps in the near
future, either the delay should be decreased or BCN needs to
be reconfigured. We estimate the maximum of buffer occu-
pancy, providing guidelines towards setting buffer size, and
also measure BCN’s ability of disturbance attenuation. The
numerical analysis and the experiments on the NetFPGA
platformverify our theoretical analysis. Similar to BCN,when
the speed of Ethernet becomes 40Gbps or 100Gbps, the impacts
of delay on the performance of other congestionmanagement
schemes should be taken seriously too.
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